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Ensure broiler profitability
by regular weighing

by Dr Eric Guinebert, poultry consultant, NRG France and Petr Veit, Veit Electronics, Czech Republic.

It has always been thought that man-
agement of broiler flocks was simple –
the birds had to grow up and to

increase their daily feed intake to ensure
a certain body weight at a given age. 

However, broilers become more and
more a source of protein, rather than just
a carcase, with an increased average
body weight to get processed meat.

Selection has improved growing perfor-
mance, but at the expense of bird sensi-
tivity. Pathology becomes more
important (parasitism, bacteria, viruses,
physiological failures) and leads to out-
breaks and losses.  

So, specific growth profiles have been
defined to avoid mortality and to
improve profitability – feed restriction at
certain periods, compensative growth at
others – to be able to get bigger, health-
ier birds with better meat yield.

Daily feed intake, the ADG and the
flock status needs to be controlled.

However, even if there are ways to
measure feed consumption, the best

method is to check the flock average
body weight and uniformity. 

This is because birds that are too
heavy, compared to the strain’s stan-
dards, are too fat and less profitable and
those which are too light will not get suf-
ficient meat yield for further processing.

Uniformity is important because a flock
has to be considered as a unit to be well
managed and it cannot include small
and big birds mixed together because
you cannot ensure the right feed intake
and the correct level of protein and
energy for every bird. Big ones would
become fatter and fatter and the smaller
birds would be economically unprof-
itable.

Once you get this situation, you need
to separate birds according to their body
weight. This is a difficult task to perform,
especially with broilers.

The economic and technical conse-
quences of this situation results in a
reduction of income with degradation of

the FCR and the average meat yield and
an increase in mortality.

Previous solutions

Up until recently, there was no weighing
system able to really control the body
weight and uniformity of flocks.

Previously, you could use mechanical
manual scales to indicate the body
weight and you had to write down the
values one by one and then make calcu-
lations to analyse the statistics. 

This was time consuming as it took two
people one hour to weigh 100 birds and
was not very precise or very practical.

Then came electronic manual scales.
Veit Electronics developed BAT1 equip-
ment to provide the data instantly – bird
body weight, average in the flock, stan-
dard deviation, coefficient of variation
and uniformity. However, you still
needed some time to operate the system
– between 15 and 30 minutes for 100
birds according to the type of birds you
had (heavy or light ones). It could be
done once a week, but no more. You

Fig. 1. Standard and incorrect growth curves for broilers.
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Fig. 2. Broilers with widely spread weights (low uniformity) cause problems.
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could also use a simple automatic
weighing system that was installed in the
building and able to weigh birds all day.

However, this system was not so pre-
cise because birds stayed on the platform
and were weighed many times per day,
small ones were weighed with other
ones, or it was impossible to get more
than one bird on it.

New equipment

To address this situation two companies
– Veit Electronics and NRG France – col-
laborated together in order to provide
farmers with the right tool to ensure the
precise weighing of their flocks and,
consequently, their profitability. 

The automatic scale BAT2 is installed
in a hall and weighing takes place com-
pletely automatically as individual birds
enter the weighing platform.

These scales give precise body weight
and uniformity of every flock as the soft-
ware is able to analyse all the data and
decide to record it, or not, for the statisti-
cal calculations. With two types of plat-
form (floor or hanging) it is adapted to
any bird. 

You just need to enter the expected tar-
get weight on the first day of use and the

scale does the rest. In fact the original
software takes into account the differ-
ence and never the total value (Fig. 3). 

Therefore, it does not weigh two birds
together and it does not matter if the
platform is full of birds or covered in lit-
ter – any weight is precisely measured
(Fig. 4). On average 1500 weighings per
day are carried out, which is enough to
control your flock’s performance. 

It can also be programmed for any
growth curve, one by sex if necessary, so
males and females get their own files. 

Being able to record up to 1800 values
per day over one year, the BAT2 can
load all data to any computer through a
memory module; distribution of popula-
tion will be available, and analysis can
be carried out more thoroughly.

BAT2 can also send the statistical val-
ues through a GSM modem, so it enables
anybody to get the analysis of the flock
performances daily (BW, ADG, unifor-
mity). Consequently, from these values,
you can modify the feed intake, the
energy or protein levels, sort the birds to
improve uniformity or make changes if
you notice a sudden reduction in the
average body weight. Finally, this made
to measure management tool will allow
harmonious growth and more profitable
production – due to accurate daily moni-
toring of your flock.                              n

Fig. 4. The automatic scales can detect more heads on the platform.

Fig. 3. Detection of one step in automatic scales.
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